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L'impresario Leon Carvalho, che impose la moglie Marie Caroline per il ruolo di protagonista,
spodestando il soprano Felix-Miolan, scelta dall'autore, insistette per alcuni cambiamenti che
portarono al taglio di diverse scene. La prima, diretta da Adolphe Deloffre, non fu molto ben
accolta dal pubblico e dalla critica. Il primo atto si svolge nello studio del dottor Faust. Faust
tenta per due volte di suicidarsi con il veleno ma smette ogni volta che ode il canto di un coro.
Egli impreca contro la scienza e la fede ed invoca l'intervento del demonio. Margherita con
vergogna rifiuta l'abbraccio di Faust. L'azione si svolge nel giardino di Margherita. La scena si
svolge nella stanza di Margherita che, sedotta e abbandonata da Faust, piange sulla sua
appartenenza ad una classe sociale inferiore. Valentino ritorna e chiede chi ha compromesso
sua sorella. Faust e Valentino si sfidano a duello e Valentino viene ucciso. La scena si svolge
sulle montagne dello Harz. Faust viene scortato alla caverna delle regine e dei cortigiani e qui
viene organizzata una festa in suo onore. Faust ha una visione di Margherita e chiede di lei.
Mefistopheles fugge minacciato dall'arcangelo Gabriele. Altri progetti. Da Wikipedia,
l'enciclopedia libera. Altri progetti Wikiquote Wikimedia Commons. Portale Musica classica :
accedi alle voci di Wikipedia che trattano di musica classica. Menu di navigazione Strumenti
personali Accesso non effettuato discussioni contributi registrati entra. Namespace Voce
Discussione. Visite Leggi Modifica Modifica wikitesto Cronologia. Wikimedia Commons
Wikiquote. Charles Gounod. Marie Caroline Miolan-Carvalho. Gianfranco Rivoli. Colin Davis.
Carlo Rizzi. After a prelude set in the theater, where a production of Faust is to be staged, as
well as a prologue in heaven, where the devil Mephistopheles declares to the Lord his intention
of tempting the great scholar Heinrich Faust to damnation, the play opens on a narrow,
high-vaulted study , where Faust is sitting restlessly. He has studied and mastered all fields of
human knowledge, from law to theology, but is nonetheless dissatisfied. And so, in his
restlessness, he turns to magic, through the arts of which he hopes to understand the very
inmost forces of the universe. However, Faust breaks off the discussion and dismisses his
assistant; he is sick to heart with verbiage, the monotony of intellectual pursuits, and he
despairs of ever overcoming his limitations. Consequently, he resolves to kill himself by
drinking poison from a vialâ€”but the sounds of church bells and heavenly music restore his
will to live. Some time soon after, Faust and Wagner are taking a walk outside the city gates. It is
a beautiful spring evening, and Faust praises the beauties and harmonies of the natural world.
As night falls, however, the two scholars see a black poodle circling them, in whose wake Faust
perceives swirling fire. The ominous dog follows Faust back to his study, where it begins to
growl and grow to a monstrous size. In response, Faust intones a magical spell, which forces
the poodle to reveal itself for what it really is: the devil Mephistopheles in disguise. Soon after,
Faust sees the beautiful, innocent Margarete also known by the nickname Gretchen for the first
time, who passes him on a street having just received confession. It is love at first sight, at least
for Faust; he demands that Mephistopheles aid him in wooing and winning this young woman.
Trusting her lover, Margarete does this, and the two make love in the night, then Faust departs.
Margarete becomes pregnant as a consequence. Faust and the devil flee. Soon thereafter,
Margarete stands in a cathedral seeking forgiveness, but she is so hounded by the burden of
her guilt that she faints. The two watch an amateurish, phantasmagoric play staged in the
mountains, after which the devil reveals to Faust that Margarete is miserable and despairing in
prisonâ€”for killing her newborn child. Faust curses the devil for concealing this news, and
vows then and there to free his beloved. The two hurry away on a black horse through the night,
arriving at the prison a little before dawn. After Mephistopheles threatens to abandon him, Faust
leaves his beloved to her fate, though a voice from the heavens cries out that the young woman
is, in fact saved. Part II opens several years later. The devil, plying the young Emperor with
flattery, suggests a short-term solution to the problem, namely digging up treasures buried long
ago by people fleeing from the barbarian invasion of Rome. Reluctantly, the court comes to
agree that this is a prudent course of action. To celebrate the resolution, a lavish Masquerade is
held, during which Faust, disguised as Plutus , creates a fiery illusion that both terrifies and
entertains the Emperor. During the Masquerade, the Emperor also signs a note of paper money,
which Faust and Mephistopheles suggest be printed in order to alleviate the economic hardship
of the imperial realm. The Emperor does not remember signing the note, but with this influx of
credit the empire enjoys a false sense of prosperity. The Emperor grants Faust and
Mephistopheles a fiefdom in thanks, and appoints them to collaborate in directing the Imperial
treasury. The Emperor also requests that the magicians provide the court with entertainment,
specifically by summoning the famously beautiful Helen of Troy , over whom the Trojan War
was fought, and her lover Paris. To this end, Faust enters a realm of nothingness where ghosts
of past existence dwell. Here the magician encounters the mystical Mothers and uses a magical
key Mephistopheles gave him to summon the shades of Helen and Paris. Faust himself,
however, passionate as he is, falls in love with Helen. Darkness and noisy confusion ensue in

the hall. Despondent, Faust returns to his study with Mephistopheles, where little has changed.
Wagner , for his part, is now regarded as the most brilliant scholar living, and his fame eclipses
that of even his dear mentor Faust. Wagner has been concocting in his laboratory, by unnatural
scientific means, the Homunculus , a little flame-like man who lives in a glass vial. Homunculus
suggests that he and the devil take Faust to Greece, to raise his spirits by partaking of the
pleasures of Classical Walpurgis Night. During Classical Walpurgis Night, all the figures from
Greek mythology are roaming: griffins, sphinxes, and harpies, nymphs and satyrs. Faust,
Mephistopheles, and Homunculus split up to go on little quests of their own. Mephistopheles
seeks erotic adventure with Thessalian witches, and ends up disguising himself as the
monstrous hermaphrodite Phorkyas. Finally, Homunculus quests to achieve a proper existence,
which he discovers on the Aegean Sea, the origin of all natural life. The shape-shifter Proteus
transforms into a dolphin, on whose back Homunculus rides to the open waters. There the little
creature glows, fiery with love. He breaks his vial, and his fiery being embraces the wavesâ€”the
unnatural product of science reconciled to the natural world. Meanwhile, Faust is granted his
request that Helen be released from her ghostly afterlife to live again in a timeless moment. She
is presently in the halls of her husband Menelaus after the Trojan War has ended, but
Phorkyas-Mephistopheles warns her that her husband intends to murder her. The devil offers to
instantly transport her and her companions to the fortress of a powerful and magnanimous lord,
none other than Faust, of course, and Helen accepts this offer. Helen is warmly received by its
master, and the Grecian woman of ideal beauty and the Germanic man of earthly power fall in
love; she grants him her hand, and the two are overwhelmed by joy. Soon after, Faust and Helen
give birth to a brilliant genius of a child, Euphorion , who is nothing less than Poetry incarnate.
On a mountaintop, Faust tells Mephistopheles that he has one final grand project: he desires to
create new lands by driving the sea back on itself. The only problem is that he requires a
coastal fiefdomâ€”a seaside country of his own to ruleâ€”to do so. Just then are heard the
sounds of drums and warlike music: the devil explains that the Emperor is at war, because the
false sense of prosperity created by the paper money circulating in the Empire led the emperor
to attempt to govern his people while also enjoying a life of excessive pleasure; this in turn has
led to anarchy and rebellion. The devil suggests that Faust help restore peace, with the hope
that he will be rewarded a coastal fiefdom for his efforts. Faust agrees, and the Emperor, with
some reluctance, accepts the aid of the devil and magician in putting down the Anti-Emperor.
Many, many years pass. Faust, now one hundred years old, has spent half a lifetime in his
project of creating new lands, and has almost achieved his goal. He has ruled his fiefdom wisely
and justly. However, one little property remains beyond his reach, a cottage and nearby linden
grove belonging to an old married couple, Baucis and Philemon. Faust obsessively desires their
property, and at last gives into the temptation to unjustly seize what is not his: he orders the
devil and the Three Mighty Men to peaceably displace the old couple and seize their property.
They follow the order, but much more violently than Faust would have it, with explosions, fire,
and death. Despairing and exhausted, Faust retires to an inner chamber of his palace, where
Care , personified as a gray woman, assails him with the burden of his guilt. Even after she
blinds him, however Faust denies her power, and resolves to bring his plans to completion. He
orders his workmen to rise and resume their labor of building a canal in order to drain a
contaminating marsh. Faust has a final vision of people living and working happily in green
fields, autonomous, a vision of highest happiness that blesses Faust with his highest moment
on earth. The roses have a rather strange effect on Mephistopheles: he has a sudden urge to
make love to the angels. A mystical chorus concludes the drama. They conclude that Eternal
Woman shows us how to rise to heaven. Plot Summary. LitCharts Teacher Editions. Teach your
students to analyze literature like LitCharts does. Detailed explanations, analysis, and citation
info for every important quote on LitCharts. The original text plus a side-by-side modern
translation of every Shakespeare play. Sign Up. Already have an account? Sign in. From the
creators of SparkNotes, something better. Sign In Sign Up. Literature Poetry Lit Terms
Shakescleare. Download this LitChart! Teachers and parents! Struggling with distance
learning? Our Teacher Edition on Faust can help. Themes All Themes. Symbols All Symbols.
Theme Wheel. Vote for your titles. We'll make guides for February's winners by March
31stâ€”guaranteed. Cite This Page. Home About Story Contact Help. Previous Intro. Faust
Summary. Next Dedication. L'uft' in 'Faust IV', there is even that clock ticking in the end. It has
only drums and percussions with some sound experimentations. B-side starts with 'Party 1' that
is the greatest track in this album. It has something common with 'No Harm' from 'So
Far'-album, but is still totally different piece. Hard to believe this very electro track is really
recorded in Last 'Party 4' is again unheard collage piece with many different, but awesome
atmospheres. As a huge Faust-fan really like to give this four stars just because this mostly
includes just so great music. But when I am honest, this really isn't 'excellent addition to any

progrock music collection' just because this includes so little material you can't find anywhere
else in any form. But this is anyway really good, although it's essential only Faust-fans. So it's
three. You can hear it immediately they were going into new direction. This long piece is really
electro sounding and hypnotic. First side ends into "Meer" that is really serene, but absolutely
awesome sounding piece. First you hear some horn playing, then starts very fast rhythm. All the
way this piece is as great as the other in A-side, really I can imagine it played in some
experimental rave parties. As some other early Faust-songs this reminds a lot the Velvet
Underground. Last piece "We Are the Hallo Men" is some kind of early "lazy rap", there is good
drumbeat in it and in the back there are some samples, for example from Rolling Stones
mellotron parts from " Light Years Home". There has been speculations about some albums in
the pop history that never materialized would they have been the most ultimate masterpieces, I
think the famous example is the Beach Boys Smile-project. From this album I can say next
album after Faust IV would have been great! You could also wonder, would their later material
have sounded same kind if they had continued in the seventies, but we never knew it. Anyway
this album is just so balanced and full blooded Faust masterpiece, that I have to give it five
stars! Review by jamesbaldwin Prog Reviewer. What a lovely debut!!! The first song, "Why don't
you eat carrots ": in the beginning Faust mentions the trumpets of All You Need Is Love, and the
guitar riff of Satisfaction of the Rolling Stones, then there are other crippled sounds. In the
beginning this piece recalls Revolution n. Despite being in its essence an instrumental song,
there are also the vocals of Florentine Papst who sings goliardic choruses. It is avant-garde,
very abstract. Second song "Meadow Meal " This piece is more obsessive than the preious one,
and it is based on a rhythmic level and then becomes rarefied and abstract. A kind of noisy
symphonic poem. Rudolf Sosna e and Arnulf Meifert particular voices,, and the synthesizer
played by Wusthoff and the drums played by Diermeier are essential for this kind of music.
Rating 8,5. End of Side A. The question is: "Are we supposed to be or not to be? Rating 9. This
album, in my opinion, is a little masterpiece of fantasy and inventiveness, where Goethe,
Wagner, Stockhausen are just around the corner. Chamber music, experimental music,
confusion, noise music, Existential philosophical music developed with the ingenuity of a child.
Small masterpiece. Five stars. Review by patrickq Prog Reviewer. The first side is comprised of
two studio tracks. The first, 'Why Don't You Eat Carrots,' is the more musical, with a middle
section built around a brass vamp. On the other hand, the final two minutes is almost like a
medley of weirdness. Then there's the even more experimental 'Meadow Meal. Like 'Why Don't
You Eat Carrots,' 'Meadow Meal' is evidently assembled from divergent recordings, some
probably sonically manipulated beyond recognition. But unlike its predecessor, the most
musical section of 'Meadow Meal' comes at the end. It's an atmospheric passage played on a
heavily treated organ - - sounding quite a bit like Klaus Schulze's first two albums both of which
were released after Faust. Side Two is taken by a live track, 'Miss Fortune. And that's just the
first five minutes! Some jamming follows, evolving back into a freakout situation. Then, just
when I start to think that 'Miss Fortune' sounds like a different band than the one that performed
the first side, the drummer stops, then the guitarist stops, leaving just the piano. Next in the
pattern of non sequiturs is a heavily effected vocal duet - - you get the idea: it's almost like a
pasted-together piece. And then, a little after thirteen minutes into the track, a squawking tape
loop appears, and 'Miss Fortune' actually becomes a studio sound collage - - which is also a bit
Zappaesque, come to think of it. Faust is one of those albums that I appreciate more than enjoy;
it succeeds more as art than entertainment. But it's not as successful as, say, Ash Ra Tempel's
self-titled album or Tangerine Dream's Electronic Meditation , two other Krautrock debuts from
the same period. Despite almost no history of playing together, FAUST was signed immediately
to Polydor records due to the rush to cash in on the burgeoning Krautrock scene engulfing the
German music scene however the various members had all played in the bands Nucleus and
Campylognatus Citelli which apparently was good enough for the label under the Deutsche
Grammophon parent company. Despite the band's newbie status, they were given full reign to
have complete artistic freedom and were gifted the time, space and money to create anything
they desired which sounds almost unheard of by any day's standards. The band has stated that
they basically wasted six months with alcohol, drugs and partying with only wild
experimentation with sound effects emerging and only got their act together in the second half
of the year. When it was time to cough up the goods, the band panicked but found a way to
patch in all the avant-garde experiments with some more conventional musical output. The
result of this experimental mishmash was that it sold disastrously but did please the critics who
were excited by such bold musical statements. Polydor's disappointment was followed by an
equally disastrous tour that only demonstrated that FAUST was unable to replicate these wild
antics in a live setting, nevertheless the band gained a cult following and would slowly but
steadily gain an audience however not fast enough for Polydor who dropped them after three

albums. While bands like Amon Duul II and Can were going for the psychedelic jugular, FAUST
took the surrealist's approach and crafted an album that took a multitude of musical styles,
sound manipulations and chaotic displays of progressive rock attributes on steroids and
cranked out one of the most demanding musical deliveries of , a year when the progressive rock
scene was just gaining full maturity. FAUST eschewed catchy melodies, 60s grooves or any
other conventional means for the most part of musical expressions and instead constructed a
rotisserie of tones, timbres, mood enhancers and playful antics that were cryptic, chaotic,
complex and highly creative. The three tracks that constituted the near 36 minute running time
consisted of side A delivering two lengthy tracks roughly around 9 minutes each with side B
consisting of a single track that was just shy of 18 minutes. The opening track with its absurd
title "Why Don't You Eat Carrots" obviously found some Canterbury scene whimsy that was
mostly absent from the nascent Krautrock scene but the music was dark, mysterious and
atmospheric. The opener begins with FAUST's famous first impressions of heavy static that
sounds as if it's leaping through various frequencies and happening upon popular music such
as The Rolling Stones' "I Can't Get No Satisfaction" and The Beatles' "All You Need Is Loving"
but the fleeting samples disappear as soon as they are detected and the inter dimensional trip
through musical portals leads to new alien soundscapes. The lengthy closer "Miss Fortune" is
the closest thing to a contemporary Krautrock track as it has lengthy psychedelic jam sessions
interspersed by spastic eruptions of jazz, avant-prog and just plain weird outbursts of creativity.
Perhaps my favorite part of this mondo bizarro flirtation with insanity comes from the cleverly
recited poem where two members take turns saying a word in different channels while the band
plays seemingly nonsensical sounds away in the background. This is where the Strawberry
Fields forever blossomed into watermelons and the LSD kicked in full force. There was literally
nothing like this when this album was released and obviously a little too far ahead for many. Of
course, Polydor demanded the band tame things down after the commercial train wreck sunk in
and for the second album "So Far" the band crafted a slightly more accessible album, however
FAUST remained steadfastly untamable and nowhere does that ring more true than this wacky
avant-garde musical statement on this debut. The album originally was released with a clear
cover of an x-ray of a hand silkscreened on the outer sleeve. The beauty is that somehow this
flows from one insane idea to the next so perfectly. A true masterpiece of the avant-garde and
the blueprints for both avant-prog and the bleak industrial music scene that followed. There is
just drums, bass and distorted guitar. A-side ends into "Nur Nous" that is first really quiet with
piano and some drum sounds, but ends noisy. In "Palpitations" there is first analog electro
sound where comes string sounds and silent drum beats. Then drums tighten and in the end
you hear all kinds of exciting sounds. First I thought this piece little boring, but when not taking
it very serious it has worked. Last "Ich Sitze Immer Noch" is quiet melodic piece with the
sounds of rain in the end of it. Beautiful ending of this really good album! This is not also fully
that kind of album, but closest I have heard. There has been reviews from newer Faust albums
that said Faust should change. Well, I am glad there still are bands, that not trying to be
desperetaly in this time, instead making just music they like to make. Also I think every Faust
album is little bit different, but sounding still just Faust. This is their most acoustic album. The
first over 17 minute titled extremity is a cynic of sound. This crazy one reminds me exactly of
"Esplanade" by Fille Qui Mousse, flooded with sensual female voices and irritable, irregular
noises. Inorganic danceable rock rhythms here and there amongst noises are such a comfort, in
that the audience should get immersed. Obviously got freakout 'with strong intention'. On the
other hand in the following track "Chlorophyl" we can feel of downtempo psychic agents via
repetitive sticky melodies with slimy saxophone sounds. Through the last "Fish" we can find
kaleidoscopic appearance of pelagic fishes beneath the sea normally appearance of a pelagic
fish is not colourful but monotonous, so this texture might be sorta cynical presentation by
FAUST I suppose. I had known about them for years, but beyond being "that group from
Germany", there wasn't anything else I could have told you about the iconic Krautrock pioneers.
Actually becoming involved with the genre had somehow made them even more mysterious,
and it was rare that they were brought up at all. It's tough material to get through, and was
exceedingly effective at scaring me away for a while. Being a complete sellout myself, it was the
first track that got me interested in the album at all. With a heavy tom-tom playing the simplest
beat imaginable, it sounds as if some far away tribe has just entered the industrial revolution,
and it really doesn't get much more complicated from here on out. As it starts, it feels as though
the band has taken the elements from "Why Don't You Eat Carrots" and played them in a
slightly more conventional manner. There's enormous energy, and although the lyrics as usual
make absolutely no sense, I get an almost Santana or even Gypsy King vibe from their delivery.
This is an extremely fun song that highlights the groups improvisational abilities. The second
half of the album is insanely diverse, covering a range of genres that really shouldn't be on the

same set of grooves. If I were to be writing a screenplay covering someone's slow spiral into
insanity, this would be the soundtrack. We start with "traditional Krautrock", whatever that
might be. A simple but clean buildup in "So Far" sets the stage, with elements being added and
removed as the band sees fit. This could be off of one of NEU! If all this has gotten you down,
luckily Faust has you covered. It's well produced, but has aged the worst of all the songs,
making it slightly disorienting to my ears. It would definitely have fit in as a guest track on
Yellow Submarine. Two more atmospheric freeform tracks fill the gap between this and the final
song, " In the Spirit", a vaudeville style romp, complete with brass and finger-snapping that
comes along for the ride. If this half of the record is analogous to losing your mind, our
protagonist is long gone by this point! This is one of those albums where I find myself
switching records altogether after finishing Side 1. I appreciate the work that went into it, but
the mood and atmospheres so carefully crafted during the first 25 minutes are unceremoniously
torn down with the rest of the album. If there's one thing Faust is predictable at, it's
unpredictability. Review by LearsFool Prog Reviewer. This concrete Adonis is built on hairpin
turns through already strange, experimental, diverse, and unique musics and sounds and even
some peppered in studio talks for that "In My Time of Dying" feel two years early. I can hear free
jazz, noise, and proto- industrial alongside the snippets of more familiar krautrock kraziness. A
happy surprise comes in the form of some pieces being long, providing some wonderful
extended jams that are also respites from the insanity. This defies category; it isn't even really
concrete as we'd generally identify it; just mumble 'avant garde' and run. Excellent music in a
groin smashing format. For the progheads who like surprises. I need to lie down. Review by
Dobermensch Prog Reviewer. Despite being well produced and being very clear in sound
separation, 'Disconnected' leaves me feeling disengaged by its conclusion. I own around 40
Nurse With Wound LP's and have the first 4 'Faust' recordings so had high hopes approaching
this collaboration of two very studio-bound artists. Overall, this album sounds far more 'Nurse
With Wound' than 'Faust'. I can only imagine that 'Faust' handed over some DAT tapes with
which Steve Stapleton deconstructed, mashed, bashed and re-built to his own requirements. It
creates a very odd Dadaist atmosphere where intentionally, nothing makes sense. There's even
a john Cage moment called 'Silence' where you have to listen to nothing for one minute. Steve
Stapleton is the ultimate magpie plagiarist. SO many of his sounds are 'borrowed' from other
bands. This is no bad thing, as they're all so fleeting it's hard to get a grip on them. But I always
listen to 'Nurse With Wound' thinking I've heard that somewhere before, but can never put my
finger on it. It's tuneless of course and is raw, loud and completely out of place on this
recording. It does however, slap me in the face and brings me out of my dead man stupor. This
is not a good place to start if you're unfamiliar with either band. It sounds nothing like 'Faust'
and there are far better 'Nurse With Wound' albums available. Copyright Prog Archives, All
rights reserved. Please consider supporting us by giving monthly PayPal donations and help
keep PA fast-loading and ad-free forever. FAUST is definitely not for the faint-hearted person
and can only be recommended in small doses because it is very dangerous for the sanity of the
average proghead. DO NOT and I repeat this Do Not feed this to a pregnant woman or a mentally
fragile person - although you could give it to Techno Heads - as they would greatly enjoy this.
Studio Album, 3. The Last LP Faust Krautrock Review by Mortte This album is more same kind
of compilation of unreleased Faust recordings from seventies as 'Munic and Elsewhere' than
really their last album from those days when they disbanded. In the album cover is said this is
recorded in , but not sure about that. Also some parts of this were early released in two e. Really
don't understand album name, had the record company then some information Faust will not
honda civic hatchback manual
1992 jeep wrangler wiring diagram
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reunite ever? The same record company also released same year 'Seventy One Minutes Of
Anyway this was the first release from Faust after their "disappearance" in the seventies. There
is mystery in that, no-one seems to know what happened, did they just get bored to poor sales
of "Faust IV" or were there conflicts between members? Also Wikipedia claims there exists
"Faust V"-cassette, that Virgin records had released in , but there is no information about that in
discogs. Anyway in this album there are unreleased recordings made before and after "Faust
IV". Zappi and Joachim Irmler continued without him taking new members into band and
making two excellent albums. In this album they found to be as twice, so they made this album
without any others participating and there came also album name. To me it sounds most pieces
are recorded live with very minimal overdubbing. Thanks to ProgLucky for the artist addition.
Donate monthly and keep PA fast-loading and ad-free forever. I II In Autumn

